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August 3, 2007

The Honorable Elias Antonio Saca Gonzalez
President ofEI Salvador
Casa Presidencial
Avda. Dr. Manuel Enrique Araujo 5500
San Salvador, EI Salvador

Dear President Saca:

We write to express our concern and that of our constituents with regard to the recent
arrests of fourteen protesters at and near a demonstration in Suchitoto. We understand
that ten of those arrested engaged in a protest legal under the laws ofEI Salvador, while
anotherfour- MartaLorenaAraujo,RosaValleCenteno,MariaHaydeeChicas,and
Manuel Antonio Rodriguez, all CRIPDES members - were arrested as they were driving
on the road to Suchitoto. According to all available information, these four were en route
to the protest but were stopped and detained before being able to participate at all in the
demonstration. Despite the fact that charges against one ofthose arrested, Facundo
Dolores Garcia, have been dropped, the other thirteen remain charged under anti-
terrorism laws.

We want, above all, to make clear our commitment to human rights and the rule oflaw,
and, in particular, our support for the efforts of Human Rights Ombudsman Oscar Luna,
whose important responsibilities are set forth in the 1992 peace agreements.

As Members of Congress, we were encouraged to learn that elected officials were able to
visit the protesters while they remained in detention. Weare also greatly pleased to hear
of the protesters' release, though we understand they continue to face trial for acts of
terrorism. We fully support the right to non-violent protest and peaceful dissent and
expect that your government does as well. In a rule oflaw society, it is difficult to
imagine how such acts could constitute terrorism.

The arrest of those associated with the Suchitoto protest is a matter of great concern to
many of our communities and constituents. We will continue to monitor this situation
and we look forward to its just resolution.

Sincerely,
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